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Due to the past activities of weapons facilities total radioactivity of wastes stored in the
intended depositories comes to 570 mln Ci. 5,300 tons of spent fuel from RBMK
reactors and 940 tons from WWR-1000 have been stored in the temporary depositories
at atomic power plants (APP).

The special depository near Krasnoyarsk contains temporarily about 1,100 tons of spent
nuclear fuel (SNF) from WWR- should be solidified and for the most part buried in
geological formations. Solid wastes and SNF from RBMK reactors are assumed to be
buried as well.

For this purpose special technologies and underground constructions are required.
They are to be created in the geological plots within the territory of Russian Federation
and adjacent areas of CIS, meeting the developed list of requirements.

The burial structures will vary greatly depending on the geological formation, the
amount of wastes and their isotope composition. The well-known constructions such as
deep wells, shafts, mines and cavities can be mentioned. There is a need to design
constructions, which have no analog in the world practice.

In this connection the project under consideration is to solve the following tasks:
1. Development of conception for underground localization of radioactiive wastes and

SNF in Russion Federation.
2. Formulation of requirements to burial grounds accounting the amount and

characteristics of wastes.
3. Formulation of requirements to geological plots, suitable for creation of

underground burial grounds with regard to heat and radiation loads as well as
filtration and sorption properties of rock.

4. Creation of configuration scheme according to burial ground design.
5. Calculation of parameters of temperature fields, formed by heat generating wastes

and SNF.
6. Size determination for the areas of secondary fracuring caused by the technogenic

factors (heat, emission, tunneling, etc).
7. Prediction of radioactive propagation in the rock massif with regard to temperature

gradient, secondary filtering properties, sorption, diffusion and so on.
8. Selection of designs and materials 1000 reactors. Approximately 150,000 m3 of

liquid wastes with radioactivity of about 2,000 Ci and 100,000 m of solid wastes
have been stored at the APPs.

9. According to the technical policy of Russion Federation, liquid wastes stored in the
reservoirs for sealing hermetically the sections for wastes storage and creation of
artificial barriers, including geochemical. Development of system for monitoring the
sealing reliability and physical processes in the burial ground (geomonitoring).

10. Development of technical base to create the burial sites for the wastes produced:
• at chemical plant" Mayak" ;
• at Krasnoyarsk chemical mining plant;
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• at APPs, located in the European part of Russia.
11. Assessment of long-term impact on enveronment produced by the radioactive
wastes and SNF buried at the objects mentioned in item 10.
12. Development of radically new ecologically clean technology for creating the
underground cavities which can be used for storing radioactive wastes and contaminat
equipment. Thermodynamic methods should become the base of such technology.
13. Efficiency assessment for the new generation of burial sites, such as underground
selfcooling burial sites for heatgenerating radioactive wastes and spent nuclear fuel.

In the course of the Project fulfillment the following work will be conducted:
• theoretical work followed by code creation for mathematical simulation of

processes;
• modelling on the base of prototypes made from equivalent materials with the help

of simulators;
• bench study;
• experiments in real conditions;
• examination of massif properties in particular plots using achievements of

geophysics, including gamma-gamma density detectors and geolocators.

Finally, ecological-economical model will be given for designing thr burial sites.

The Project outcome will be useful to the specialists of foreign countries planning to
store the spent nuclear fuel (Sweden, Germany, etc). Thermodynamic methods for
creation of the underground cavities in the rock-salt can be applied on the commercial
basis in such countries , as Kuwait, Saudi Aravia and so on.

The proposed Project implementation will improve ecological situation in Russia
significantly and will provide effect on the situation in the neighbour states.
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